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editorial
Finding Articles
Claudia and I don’t travel
much anymore, to archery events
that is, which has been something
of a problem for me. The reason is
that I often got connected with
quite a few authors and/or potential authors at the trade shows
accompanying those events.
So, now I find myself soliciting authors from somewhat “different” venues. Several authors I
have found recently I found
through the LinkedIn network. I
have found others through archery
blogsites and still others who have
emailed questions to me.
To reinforce my claim
that archery coaches need
more support than they are
getting, I receive requests for
advice from all over. I try to
answer all of those questions
to the best of my ability and
occasionally I hit up the
authors of those requests for
articles. Also, one of my students sent me a link to a
helpful post on the topic we
were struggling with and I
contacted the author to see if
he wanted to write something
for AFm and he agreed to do
so.
So, archers and archery
coaches are connecting, like
everybody else, in ways we
just didn’t before. And, as
anyone can see, we are publishing more articles that are
of interest to coaches as well

as to archers now. Its all about
leverage, as I have mentioned
before. Educate an archer and they
may pass that info along to their
friends. Educate a coach and they
will pass that on to all of their students, a more effective dissemination of archery knowledge.
As we continually strive to do, we
have a new author to introduce to
you in this issue. Jeff Hajari is one
of those stalwart inventors trying to
make our equipment better. In his
article, he shows us how he tested
his latest invention.

Two articles by new to AFm
authors didn’t make it into this
issue and will therefore be in the
next. In one, Melody Scott has
come up with a novel drill I hadn’t
seen before. (She calls it the “Dowel
Drill” but her student-archers had a
different name in mind.) And
Markus Wagner, of Germany,
writes on his experience with online
coaching. So many other things are
taking place online that used to
only happen in person, maybe
coaching can do this, too. Most of
are of the opinion that nothing
beats face-to-face coaching sessions, but previously our only
options were that and maybe
a phone call. Now we have
teleconferencing software
(Skype, etc.) and helpful video
apps (Coaches Eye, etc.) and
smartphones that take
movies and stills as well as
the full-fledged cameras of a
decade ago.
I hope we will be publishing more on this topic in
the coming years.
We also hope the coming
outdoor season is one full of
fun . . . and learning.
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Al Wills states: “I started shooting in 1971
with my wife Mary. Fell in love with releases in 1973. One of the first people to shoot
a compound in Canada. Shot my first
Canadian Championship in 1974 (came in
2nd). Started working as a volunteer in
1981 with the Canadian Coaching Committee, was the Olympic Coach in 1984,
Team Captain and Team Coach many
times since. Been on the FCA Executive
since 1988 and President for 13 years.
Chaired the 1997 World Archery Championships here in Victoria, BC, Canada.”

Khosro/Jeff Hajari My real name is Khosro,
but most call me Jeff. I started bow hunting in
2003 when I bought my first compound bow (a
Martin Jaguar). Ever since, like many other
outdoor enthusiasts, I have been hooked on bow
hunting. In 2004 I started designing hunting
products. My first product was ‘Tree Apron.”
Since I have designed many products, such as
“Sling-on,” “Nock-Tune,” “Bow Hanger Kit,”
“TwisterNock” and “Full Moon Nock.” All my
designs are based on the necessity and need to
improve our hunting experience, for a better
chance of success and to provide more comfort
and security in the field. I have two US patents
with over 50 claims that cover all features of
my mechanical arrow nock. I can’t wait to
bring more of my designs to production.
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Tom Dorigatti has been an avid archer and
Bowhunter for over 55 years. He has been hunting with a bow and arrow since he was 10 years
old. Although bowhunting was his primary
objective, target archery quickly took a front seat
for the times when hunting season wasn’t open.
Tom has been a member of the National Field
Archery Association for 45 years and has actively participated in tournaments or on ranges in
no fewer than 37 states, as well as Guam and
the Azores. He has also been involved in managing archery leagues and tournaments up to
and including NFAA Sectional events since
1968. He is a NFAA/USA Archery Certified
Level 3 instructor.
Tom is the author of three books, “ProActive
Archery,” “The Puzzled Archer,” and “The Puzzled Cyclist.” During the bike riding season,
Tom can be found either at the archery range or
out on a road bicycle or trike.

Larry Wise is an archery coach and an author
of five books on archery. In 2004 Larry retired
from 35 years of teaching math and now concentrates on coaching archery, writing, and
volunteer work. Most recently Larry was one
of four coaches of the USA Archery team for the
World Indoor Championships in Denmark in
2005. The team won 13 medals including
seven golds. As well as giving private coaching
sessions, Larry conducts two-day Core Archery
shooting schools at clubs and archery pro shops.
The school concentrates on proper shooting
form for using back tension and gives the participants a written individual plan for practice
and form inprovement.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine and author of a
number of archery books, especially on coaching
archery (Coaching Archery, More on Coaching
Archery, Even More on Coaching Archery,
Archery Coaching How To’s, Still More on
Coaching Archery).
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The Release
Aid Explosion
by Tom Dorigatti
Most of this current article is about those
products I have experience with making or using.
Enjoy learning about the use of release aids that took
off like a rocket in “The Release Aid Explosion,” how
it came about, and then learn, or remember, something about the now seldom used but not forgotten
Rope-Spike releases.
It wasn’t long until archers started experimenting
with release aids that were easier to shoot and also

Rope-Spike
Releases
didn’t burn up either the serving or the bow string as
quickly as the ledge releases were prone to doing.
Much of the time, a bowstring would only last for five
or six field rounds before the serving would separate
or break. In addition, having the release aid right up
against the arrow nock also damaged the nocks. I have
an article written by Freddie Troncoso in the
December, 1972 issue of Archery magazine entitled
“Release Anguish” (see at right). Oh my, is this article
so very appropriate; not only in 1972, but ever since!
Do you see anything familiar about the problem
R. S. Sharp is having with his release? What about the
recommendation from Freddie Troncoso? Strange as
it may seem, “Release Anguish” is apparently still alive
and well.
So how about a bit of the “what we started with”
and “where we are now” with regard to just the ropespike and rope style releases (see photo top right)? Not
6

all were totally controlled by the release hand itself,
and not all were Concho style either. (Concho style
releases will be shown and discussed in the next article, so be patient!)
Here’s a diagram from Archery magazine,
February, 1972 in the “What’s Your Problem” column
by Freddie Troncoso (see far right). It shows a diagram
and gives an explanation of making a rope-spike
release aid. In addition there is also a photo provided
of the real thing (see photos opposite right and next
page). Freddie goes on and identifies the “inventor” as
Jim McDonald from Oregon. Jim handcrafted this
release aid within a week after seeing one of Freddie’s
original two-piece rope releases, and the “rope-spike”
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College. His name is Larry Lendeman. He was a
compound/release shooter when I first met him in
Columbus, Ohio in 1974. As a student of Milan
Elott, Larry had grown accustomed to the extremely
low anchor point, and was shooting really well that
Continued on Next Page

or “lawn-mower starter” release was born. This
offered the best of both worlds, a release that was shot
by squeezing, exactly like the ledge release, but not a
“string or serving burner” or lip buster like the old
ledge-style releases.
Lt. Colonel Milan Elott

For those of you who don’t know who Lt. Col. Elott
was, Milan E. Elott was a renowned coach and the
father of the “Archery College” based in Atlanta,
Georgia. I knew a few archers who had been to his
“college” and came away from it all the better. At first,
Milan was primarily a finger shooter’s coach, but he
quickly migrated over to coaching archers on the use
of a release aid, specifically the rope-spike. One of the
unique things about Milan was that he was, early on,
a proponent of a “Low Anchor” for shooting a ropespike release aid. Milan is pictured in the photo below
(see next page), holding his trusty Black Widow recurve
bow. I do not know the name of the archer in the photograph, but it clearly shows the “low anchor” fostered
by Milan Elott.
The speed of the release could be adjusted by the
depth or the bend of the “hook” or by the length of
the rope used. Initially we were using nylon rope of
1⁄8˝ or 1⁄4˝ thickness. But the use of parachute cord,
which is more durable and slicker wasn’t long in coming. We also quickly learned that if the rope was too
long, your third finger could interfere with it, causing
all sorts of pre-mature releases of the rope off the
hook. However, the days of the string burners and
breaking the ears of the arrow nocks were coming to
an end.
A Short Story Interlude

I had occasion to compete with and against a fellow
who was a graduate of the Milan Elott Archery
Archery Focus
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Lt. Col. Milan E. Elott

set his site for the bunny target and that he had to set
his sight differently for each distance on the bunny
target set. I told him how I set my sight for it and he
explained that it would work, but not for him and his
super low anchor! He said that “last year” he shot it
for “70 yards,” but that he was shooting different
arrows this year, so he was befuddled a bit. He finally
just took the bull by the horns and set his site for 70
yards and shot his arrow . . . right into the dot! I was
thinking, “this is unreal, what gives with this?” He
then told me about the “ballistics” of the situation and
that he finally decided to take a chance and use what
he did last year and got lucky. Well, to make a long
story short, Larry “got lucky” on the other three shots,
too, and “4-dotted/4-stumped” the Bunny target with
the weirdest set of sight marks I’d ever seen used, then
or since! Larry also won that tournament with a perfect 560 to my 558 (tied with another shooter). We
had a one target shootoff on the 30-yarder, dots only
counting. I managed, to my recollection, to shoot a 3dot to my opponent’s 1-dot on that shootoff target
and earned 2nd place. Larry also won the nickels and
dimes on the dot/stump shoot, too, while I garnered
2nd fiddle to him yet again. It wouldn’t be the last
time that Larry won and I fell short to his, and other
Ohio shooters’ prowess. But Larry is the only archer
I’ve ever competed against that shot the low anchor.
Oh, by the way, Larry was shooting the Carroll’s
Compound model 1200 4-wheel compound at that
event.
Gene Lueck’s Rope Spike Release

An example of the very low (and floating) anchor position
taught by Milan Elott

way. He and I attended an outdoor field tournament
in Coshocton, Ohio in the spring. I had never seen
anyone shoot outdoors with such a low anchor point
as Larry’s. The scoring was on the old NFAA 5-3
scoring system, with the “dot” in the center being only
an aiming reference point, but we counted “dots” for
nickels, and “stumps” (the NFAA stump logo) for
dimes. You paid everyone above you in dots and
stumps a nickel and/or dime for each one. The top
spot or stump collected money from everyone, and
the bottom person paid everyone else. Back to Larry.
He was shooting “clean” for the first half and along
came the “Bunny” target. I set my sight and shot my
first arrow, and I was happy with the result. Larry is
standing there pondering just how to shoot this 35
foot shot. I asked him what was wrong, and he said
that he had forgotten to mark or write down where to
8

Pictured below are several early rope-spike release
aids, including the one used by Gene Lueck. Note
that it was cut out of metal and had some adjustment
to the spike. Gene Parnell, whom I had the honor and
privilege of shooting with and competing against also
made his own rope spike release aid out of aluminum;
cutting it out on a band-saw and then rasping and filing and sanding it smooth to fit his hand. Gene’s didn’t have the adjustable spike on it, but Gene did tie
down his rope onto the spike to eliminate any potential of the rope coming in contact with the third finger and causing inconsistency. I made several of the
aluminum ones myself, but either sold them or gave
them away, so I don’t have photos of my aluminum
ones.
Tom & John Dorigatti’s Rope Spike Releases

I do have photos of several rope spikes I built for my
father (see photo below). You will note that the rope is
Archery Focus

still on the back side of the spike and that the spike is
very short, as is the rope. This release worked really
well for my father with his Hoyt Pro Medalist recurve
bow. The spike was so short, however, that the release
speed had to be adjusted by changing the length of
the rope.
The next two photos are two different homebuilt rope-spikes that I used to shoot perfect indoor
and perfect 560 field and hunter scores (on the old
NFAA target face with 5-3 scoring). Note that one
has a very long spike and the rope isn’t tied down to
the spike. The spike is barely larger than the width of
the parachute cord and the handle isn’t swept back.

John Dorigatti’s rope-spike release
(Photo Courtesy of Pat Dorigatti)

The spike was screwed into a pilot hole drilled into
the base and then was cut off and hand polished until
it was slick as chrome. You can see the knot on the
back of the release body which insured that the rope
wouldn’t come back thru the hole. In addition to this,
you will note that the rope is still on the third finger
side of the spike. I was able to shoot several indoor
300 scores and several outdoor 560 field and hunter
scores with this release with my Golden Eagle recurve
Continued on Next Page

Want More on Compound Archery?
Do you know why the same dozen or so archers win all of the
major compound archery tournaments? Do you know what their
advantage is? It is based on the “80:20 law” which states that “the
first 80% of the result is produced by the first 20% of the effort.”
Many compound archers settle for the 80%, but the compound
“top guns” didn’t. The question is: Do you want to tackle the
“other 20%” and see if you can join those at the top?
If so, you need to get your copy of ProActive Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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bow.
When I went to a compound bow, however, I
built an improved model that was custom fitted to my
fingers, and the rope was inserted on the first finger
side of the spike. I made this release having never seen
a commercial rope-spike release aid (see photo). Little
did I know at the time that commercial rope-spike
releases would have the rope inserted through the
release body on the first finger side of the spike, thus
precluding having to tie down the rope to the spike
for a given length, or put up with the rope hitting
your first finger and thus making the release inconsistent.
The spike on this release was made from an Allen
wrench that was ground down so the end was round
and a smaller diameter. Then the spike was placed
into an electric drill and sanded smooth with #6 mill
file to make it round. This was following by spinning
out the scratches using various grits of wet-dry sandpaper down to 600 grit and then polished with jeweler’s rouge followed by polishing with a cotton ball and
toothpaste. The final finishing of the spike, still
unbent was with a crocus polishing cloth. To finish off
the assembly, a pilot hole was drilled in the body of
the finished release handle. The unfinished end of the
Allen wrench was then heated up and pressed
through the pilot hole and bent over to prevent it
from twisting out of position and from pulling out of
the release body. You will notice that the end of the
spike is angled instead of a 90° hook. The bend in the
spike was put in after everything else on the release
aid was completed. The speed of this release could be
adjusted by the bend of the spike or the length of the
parachute cord or both. You will also notice that the

Here the rope is next to the first finger.

finish on both releases is indeed polished clear and
you can see right though them.
I still use both of these releases today as demos in
teaching the transfer of back tension and to allow my
students to experience what a true “explosion” off of a
release aid and recurve bow really feels like. I demonstrate these releases by shooting them off of a recurve
bow both left- and right-handed. I then challenge any
student to give it a whirl. There are always a couple of
takers, and they cannot believe how “slow” the 90°
bend is and how smooth the angled rope spike release
goes off. I even shoot them from a D-loop and both
work just fine; albeit a bit on the fast side. I also have
the ledge release available that I demo, but I seldom
get any “takers” on trying the ledge release.
As a comparison, the rope-spike releases shown
in the photo below were, I believe, products of
Precision Archery Equipment (PSE), circa 1974. You
will note that the rope is installed on the third finger
side of the spike on these production models of rope
spike release aids. The spike on these PSE releases
was also made out of brass, which is way more malleable than were the steel spikes that most of the people I knew were using on their home-made
rope-spikes.
Ed Rhode’s Rope Release
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Here the rope is next to the third finger.

Sometime along the way, there were other types of
rope-spike release aids made that while still not using
any moveable parts, were more easily adjustable with
regard to speed. We even saw a couple of release styles
that looked more like a “brass knuckle” that used all
four fingers to help manipulate the release aid. The
first one below is a photo of Ed Rhode’s rope spike
Archery Focus

heavens, did this release shoot well once you had the
shot sequence down pat! The rope on the release aid
was parachute cord and was held in place by two 1040 set screws. You had to be very careful about how
you melted off the ends of the parachute cord and to
make sure you didn’t cut the cord when you tightened
down the set screws.
The Manist Release

Dean Pridgen’s rope-spike collection
(Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen)

release aid that he had given to Dean Pridgen. I had
occasion to shoot with and against Ed Rhode when I
lived in Iowa in the later 1970’s and through most of
the 1980’s. I have a few stories about Ed that I will
relate in “Autobowography,” but you’ll have to read
the book to get those stories! You will notice that the
speed of this release was only adjustable either by the
length of the rope, or filing on the ledge (or spike, if
you want to call it that).

Another adjustable rope-spike release aid that bears a
resemblance to some of the release aids being made
today, but without a “gate” on it is the Manist Rope
Release, made by Ron Manist of Akron, Ohio. Once
again, I had many an occasion to get to know and
shoot with Ron and Jean Manist when I lived in
Columbus, Ohio in the mid-1970’s. They used to
come down to District 5 tournaments, among others,
and they also held at least two indoor tournaments at
Continued on the Next Page

The Sizemore release
(Photo Courtesy of Roger Wheaton)

Ed Rhode’s rope-spike release
(Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen)

The Sizemore Release

The two photos below are left- and right-handed
views of a Sizemore Release Aid. I shot many a perfect
indoor 300 score, and many 560 field, hunter, and
animal rounds (old 5-3 scoring) with a Sizemore
Release Aid before the NFAA outdoor target change
in 1977. The Sizemore Release Aid was adjusted by
moving the dowel pin either in or out; in to speed it
up; out to slow it down. Archers had to pretty much
pull entirely with their first finger on this release aid,
and it had a long learning curve to get it right, but my
Archery Focus

The Sizemore release
(Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen)
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back at him a few times with my Sizemore, too!
Another Story Interlude:
Foul Weather and the Rope Spike

Before concluding this article about rope-spike
releases, I have another story to relate to you that
directly involves my personal experience with them. I
was still shooting my home-made rope spike release
in an Ohio Archer’s State Field tournament at Parma
Archery range just outside of Cleveland, Ohio. I had

their indoor range in Akron. You will notice that the
pivot point of the “ledge” or “hook” (call it a spike if
you want) was more over the middle finger (look like
something that is back, yet again?), which gave a bit
more control over the release aid. I never actually shot
the Manist release aid, but remember it well.
Killian Chek-it Rope Releases

The next photo shows some Killian Chek-it Rope
Releases (and another release aid of unknown origin)
that were rope spike releases. You will note that the
Killian Release on the bottom left of the photo has
“moving parts.” That release was also called the
“Rattle-snake” because it could bite you! That Killian
release was the start of yet another controversy that
ended up with a decision being made to allow moving
parts on releases and allowed the next phase of release
aids to develop into what we have today.
The “Super Chicken”

Take a look at these next two photos! These two were
“Concho style” rope-spike release aids that incorporated a moving hook or spike coupled with a rope and a
Concho style handle. It was called the “Super
Chicken.” The one photo shows an ad from a 1975
magazine; the other is a photo of a real Super Chicken
provided by Dean Pridgen. I think you can see that the
reason it was called the Super Chicken is because the
hook of the release sort of resembled the head and beak
of a “chicken.” I never shot a Super Chicken, but knew
several shooters, one of whom whipped my tail more
than once with his “Super Chicken.” Of course, I also got
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The Super Chicken release in the flesh!
(Photo Courtesy of Dean Pridgen)

done well enough on the first day to be assigned to
target #1 on Sunday. I remember starting out shooting pretty well on Sunday, and had gained back some
of the points I was behind from Saturday, then losing
some, then gaining some back. As the old song from
“Gilligan’s Island” goes, “…The weather started getting rough …” and it was for sure going to rain.
Actually “going to rain” is really an understatement; it
poured! We didn’t have any lightning, so in the downpour, the shoot continued.
Everyone was soaking wet and couldn’t really get
any “wetter,” if you know what I mean. I was a fortunate in that I was using my own home-made stick-on
dots in my Killian Chek-it .75 scope. A couple of othArchery Focus

ers in my group weren’t so lucky in that their dots were
washed out of their scopes completely. They continued
on in spite of not having a dot in the scope. Remember,
we were still shooting the old NFAA outdoor targets,
so the margin for error was much larger than it is today!
On Saturday, I had struggled from time to time to get
the rope-spike to fire, mostly due to trying too hard
and tensing up. I wanted that State Champion title
badly; too badly, in fact. As the rain continued, my
release aid started firing more and more smoothly, and
I was shooting lights out. Some of the guys were losing
a few off their releases and shooting “3’s” while I continued to shoot “5’s” and scoring “20’s” on the targets.
Unfortunately, I did not make up enough points to win
the State Title, but I did manage a 2nd place finish, not
far behind the ultimate winner.
There was a good to come out of this, however; I
managed to win the “spot pot” and cashed in with a lot
of nickels to help ease the pain of not winning the
tournament! Everyone who entered the pot had to pay
me a nickel for each spot that I had beaten them by
and I didn’t have to pay anyone. The thing that helped
me the most? That wet rope on that release aid; that is
what! For a matter of fact, for several months thereafter, I kept a bottle of water with me and kept the

rope on my rope-spike release sopping wet during
practice and during tournaments! The only draw back
was when the rope dried; it would shrink, but then
when I got it wet again, and it would seemingly stretch
back out to the proper length. Of course, this only lasted a short time before I converted to a Stanislawski
hinge release and then to a trigger-style release aid. I
went back and forth from The Stan to a trigger-style
for years, and still do. What fun is it if you don’t play
around? But those involve more stories; some good,
some bad, and some downright funny.
In the middle of the entire rope spike fray were
another style of “legal” release aid that many shooters
shot with and they shot extremely well with them,
too: “Concho-style Release Aids.” The Concho-style
release aids were as varied and adaptive as the rope
spikes, and every bit as effective for those shooters
who had them perfected. Among those I remember
were Freddie and Eva Troncoso, Jack Lancaster, Tim
Yochum, Victor Leach, Jim Stewart from Ohio, Bob
Phillips from Ohio, Jym McCittrick, the master of
the ER-300 release aid from Ohio, and so many more
whose names I’ve long forgotten. So, obviously the
topic is set for my next article.
Coming up next: Concho-style Release Aids.

Want More on Coaching Archery?
Following up on his first coaching book, Coaching Archery, which was
written to help beginning to intermediate coaches, Steve Ruis has a new
offering to archery coaches everywhere. This time, the topics are on the
full gamet of coaching topics which range from the role of emotion in the
making of an archery shot, to teaching the shot sequence, to biomechanics,
and how coaches should treat their athletes (and one another) as well as five
major chapters on what is missing from the archery coaching profession.
If you are thinking of becoming a coach or already are an archery coach
and are looking for some new ideas and help with dealing with the logistics
of coaching, this is the book for you.
Get your copy of More On Coaching Archery today!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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A Product
Comparison:
TwisterNocks vs.
Pin Nocks
by Jeff Hajari
We thought the readers of Archery Focus might like to
see the lengths we go to to test a new product under
development, when we don’t have an expensive lab to
test things in. The product under development here is
the TwisterNock which we think will help hunters get
better grouping and more penetration out of their
current rigs.
The idea of TwisterNock came to me while I was
hunting. I still remember my excitement when a deer
walked in 20 yards from my tree stand. I took a shot
and my arrow hit the deer in the leg. It was an awe-

full feeling wounding an animal and not being able to
harvest it. I realized that my fletching caught a tree
branch in its path and deflected my arrow. Right there
sitting in my tree stand, I started thinking of ways to
stabilize the arrow and minimizing the need for
fletching. I created many designs for a mechanical
arrow nock (TwisterNock); some are more complicated and offer more features to archers. Most of them
use a spring. Some need to be cocked.
For my first production TwisterNock, I chose a
design that is the most versatile, and could be used
with most common bows, including traditional bows.
The design basically consists of two parts, the nock
(plunger) and a housing for it. They move relative to
one other. There are some guide channels and guide
pins that generate rotation when the nock and the
housing move. The nock has to be cocked prior to the
shot. There is a spring that moves the nock from
cocked position when pressure is applied to the nock,
that is when it is shot, and then the arrow starts to
rotate while still on the bow string. This rotation
helps the arrow spine reaction and reduces the arrow
flex resulting in better accuracy and more kinetic
energy being transferred to the arrow.
The Product Testing
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These tests were conducted on April 7, 2013 to evaluate the arrow flight patterns using our Mechanical
Arrow Nocks (TwisterNock) vs. Standard (Regular)
Pin Nocks. We hoped to show increased accuracy, and
Archery Focus

improvement in spine recovery due to the increased
recovery time the TwisterNock provides.
Equipment Used For This Test
Spot Hogg Hooter Shooter
Bow ( 2008 BowTech Tribute) with hunting set up
• 55# draw weight.
• Multi pin sight(Vital Gear)
• Drop away rest (Trophy Taker)
• 6˝ stabilizer
Arrows used – Gold Tip X Cutter Pro
• Arrow weight of 383 grain complete with fletching, Pin Nock and Pin Bushing
• Arrow Weight of 382 grain with TwisterNock
• 2˝ Blazer vanes
• TwisterNock (Model A1)
Nikon Archer’s Choice rangefinder (for setting target
distances)
Chronograph (F-1 Shooting Chrony)
Testing Process Used
The test was done to check the flight pattern and
grouping of the arrows with the different nock assemblies installed. No fine tuning was done to the bow to
increase accuracy.
This test was performed using three(3) arrows
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labeled A, B, and C. The arrows were fletched at a 1°
offset using the Bohning Tower Fletching Jig. All tests
were performed with the different nock assemblies at 20
and 40 yards. The results were logged and the arrows
were then re-fletched at 3° and the tests repeated.
Arrow Speed Testing

For this test the chronograph was set at 1 arrow
length from the riser, and in front of the bow. All
arrows where shot from the same exact position. All
speeds listed are in feet per second (fps).
Test Arrow
A
B
C
1° fletch/ Regular Nock 262.1
262.0
261.6
1° fletch/ TwisterNock 262.7
263.0
262.5
3° fletch/ Regular Nock 258.5
261.4
262.0
3° fletch/ TwisterNock 259.5
261.6
264.2
Grouping at 20 yards (with 1° fletching)

Groups of three arrows were shot with both Regular
Nock and TwisterNock (see photo next page).
At 20 yards, the groupings were the same for both
nock assemblies. The TwisterNock did hit slightly
higher, but it was too small to measure properly. (A
higher hit point indicates the arrow received more
energy from the bow.)
15

⁄ ˝ above the center resulting in a 1⁄8˝ grouping.
Note The difference in arrow trajectory at 40 yard
between Regular Nock and TwisterNock is 25⁄8˝.
Arrows fitted with the TwisterNock impacted higher
again.
7 8

Grouping at 40 yards (with 1° fletching)

The three arrow group with the Regular Nock hit 1˝
below the center with a group size (largest extent) of
11⁄2˝.
The three arrow group with the TwisterNock hit
1
2 ⁄2˝ above center with a group size of 3⁄4˝.
Note The difference in the arrow trajectory at 40
yards showed a 31⁄2˝ difference in the height of the
group centers when comparing the Regular Nock to
the TwisterNock.

Grouping and Penetration at 20 yards
(with broadheads)

We decided the results were so good we would go
ahead and check performance with a broad head fitted. We took a single arrow: 350 grain cut to 30˝ with
a straightness of ±6 thousandths of an inch. We used
a Twister vane sleeve for a G5 Montec broadhead
(100 gr, three blade) and shot at a block target. We
shot the same arrow, fitted with a regular nock,
three(3) times into block target. Then we changed the
nock for TwisterNock and shot that arrow three(3)
times. We measured the penetration of all shots.
The Results The Regular Nock group was 2 5⁄8˝
while the TwisterNock group was 1 1⁄8˝. The average
penetration of the TwisterNock shots was 4˝ greater
than the Regular Nock arrows.
Conclusion

The three arrow group with Regular Nock hit 1⁄2˝
bellow the center with the group averaging 11⁄4˝ in
size.
The three arrow group with TwisterNock hit
1˝ above the center. The group size was 1 3⁄4˝ in
a vertical direction only.
Grouping at 20 yards (with 3° fletching)

While we don’t have a fancy testing lab we managed
to create some tests that were more similar to what
hunters experience out if the field that showed that
we were on the right path in the development of our
new TwisterNock.

Note The difference in group center height was
11⁄2˝. TwisterNock arrows impacted higher.
Grouping at 40 yards (with 3° fletching)

The three arrow group with the Regular Nock hit 1
3⁄4˝ below the center mark with a 2˝ grouping.
The three arrow group with the TwisterNock hit
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The Five
Principles of
Learning
Archery
by Larry Wise
Learning and teaching archery are both
dependent on and enhanced by understanding five
basic principles. Understanding these enables us to
navigate through the archery maze without getting
lost. Once we understand them and how they logically relate to each other these principles can be our
compass.
We apply them when we want to shoot archery
for score. That is, they guide us in all cases when we
want to record the results of where our arrows impact
the target in question. That target can be the paper of
Field Archery, Target Archery, Indoor Archery, 3-D
targets or live game animals.
In the future then, you can use these principles to
test something you are doing with your shooting
form. If any action or mental thought contradicts one
or more of the principles then you must ask the question, “Why am I doing this?” If one or more of your
actions does not meet these principles then you must
change what you are doing.
Principle One
Archery Is a Two-Step Sport:
Step One: Learn to Shoot a Ten!
Step Two: Repeat Step One!
This principle has been around for thousands of
years. In fact it was painted on a cave wall in La
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Valltorda Ravine, Spain, some 21,000 years ago. In
that drawing (see below) several archers are depicted
shooting at deer-like creatures. If you look closely, on
the left you can see that one archer has shot an arrow
into a deer figure and has another arrow drawn and
ready to launch into that same animal. So they knew
then about first hitting the mark and repeating their
effort.
Obviously some of our ancestors succeeded in
this effort, procured their food, survived, and reproduced. You and I are here today as a testament to their
“ability to repeat.” So how did they do it? What secret
Continued on the Next Page
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did they learn about the bow and
arrow that allowed them to succeed and what can we apply to
our own shooting today?
When we address a target,
shoot at it, and record our score
we desire to measure our human
ability to repeat. We desire to
repeat our shot process so that
our arrows impact the same spot
over and over and over again.
And our scores get higher over
time.
Repeating our effort is the
challenge that archery presents
us each and every time we pick up our bow and shoot
at a target. We are competing against ourselves in an
effort to improve – a worthy challenge!

taught me that I must know and
do three things if I want to
repeat my shooting effort. Most
archers are doing the first two
and achieving some success.
They are not, however, reaching
their highest performance level
because they are not paying
attention to the third and most
important ingredient in their
shooting routine.
Many archers I know and
coach are not paying attention to
“when” they are doing certain
necessary and important actions
in their shooting form execution. For instance, how
many archers do you see drawing their bow, anchoring, and then “moving their feet?” Or reach their
holding position and then adjust their bow hand position? Or adjust their release hand or change their
head position? It’s important to have all of these elements in place to make a good shot but when you do
them after reaching full-draw-position and under the
holding load of the bow then you cannot “repeat”
them twice out of a hundred tries. And so, if you are
doing something different on each and every shot,

“If you can’t attain a high
degree of repetition in
your shot execution then
you must look to how and
when you are setting your
form elements. Repetition
is the goal and biomechanics with timing is the
means by which we get
there.”

Principle Two
To Repeat Your Sport Action You Must Learn:
1. What To Do
2. How To Do It, and
3. When To Do It
My mentor and great friend, former Olympic coach
and Archery Hall of Fame member, Bud Fowkes,

Tired of Coming In Out of the Money?
Are you . . . ?
An archer who is just starting to compete who
wants to get a head start on learning how to win.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has been competing for a year or so and
is frustrated because you are not making more progress.
Are you . . . ?
An archer who has competed for quite a while but
never seems to get to those top three spots.
Then . . .
Winning Archery is the book for you! If you have read all of the “how to
shoot” books and attended the shooter’s schools but still find something is
missing, Winning Archery addresses all the things you need to know outside of how to shoot that have been keeping you off of the Winner’s Stand.

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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then you cannot expect the same result for each of
those shots. Principle two is, therefore, vitally important to your ability to repeat.
Principle Three
Your Shooting Objective Must Be Founded on Present
Process Thinking Including Back Contraction and
Chest Expansion
Please now take time to answer this important question: as you stand at full-draw holding your bow and
aiming at a target with the intention to record the score of
your arrow, what is your objective for this shot?
Most answer “Hit the X” while many others say
“make a good shot.” How did you answer?
Sure we’d like our arrow to hit the “X” but if that
is our goal for the shot then we are thinking in the
future, not very far into the future but it’s still in the
future and on the result of the shot. At this point we
must ask “When do we have to complete the shot?”
Of course, we have to complete the shot in the present. If our body must act in the present to make the
shot and our conscious mind is in the future then do
we have the best condition for success? (Hint: no.)
“Making a good shot” is a good thought but
hardly specific enough to actually help us do it.
Instead we must focus on the most important part of
the shot and the process needed to complete it. In our
National Training System, for example, we teach the
internal dynamic of “Transfer To Hold” which places
the holding effort and remaining shot execution in
our back muscles. How we use our back muscle-contractions and chest-muscle expansion becomes the
heart of the shot process and must be the focus of our
mind and body if it is to be completed at the right
time and with repetitive success.
Principle Four
Your Shooting Objective Requires the Biomechanically
Optimum Posture that Facilitates the Act of Transfer to
Holding
If you agree with the concept of “transfer of holding
into your back” then you must conclude that there is
a posture that will allow you to do that at your most
efficient level. Since your muscles are anchored to
your bones and operate most efficiently when those
bones are properly positioned, the fourth principle
follows logically.
This position is observable and easy to understand. To transfer your holding effort into your back
muscles requires that your holding arm be in line with
the arrow as observed from a top view. This also is the
Archery Focus

“‘Making a good shot’ is a good
thought but hardly specific
enough to actually help us do it.
Instead we must focus on the
most important part of the shot
and the process needed to
complete it.”
position that allows you to resist the force of the bow
most efficiently – resist a force most efficiently by
being in a line directly opposing it at a 180 degree
angle. Opposing a force at some obtuse angle less
than 180 degrees is very inefficient and prevents full
transfer of holding.
Further, aligning the bones of your bow arm will
allow you to resist the bow force with minimal muscle effort. Your arm bones, when aligned, will also
maintain a constant length and help promote a
“repeatable” transfer, hold and release.
Principle Five
Building Your Optimal and Repeatable Holding
Posture Requires a Specific and Ordered Sequence of
Body Actions Known as Form Steps
If you desire to build a specific posture and to follow
the aforementioned principles then you must set your
posture in place in an ordered manner. In other
words, each element must be set in place at the optimum time and then maintained through the remainder of the shot execution. This requires a shot
sequence for your form steps that governs the timing
of each position achieved.
Conclusion

Your ability to repeat your shot using your human
body is your measuring stick for your performance. If
you can’t attain a high degree of repetition in your
shot execution then you must look to how and when
you are setting your form elements. Repetition is the
goal and biomechanics with timing is the means by
which we get there. In other words we have to
embrace the “science” of our sport and discard “home
spun” archery ideas if we want to reach our potential.
Following these five principles will get you there.
Larry Wise
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Now Available!
The AER Recreational Archery Curriculum takes beginning recurve, compound, and traditional
archers from their first arrow all the way up to competing in major archery competitions. Detailed,
step-by-step instructions tell beginning archers how to become intermediate level archers and then
how to advance to expert levels. Each instruction includes an evaluation device so archers and coaches can track progress.
The Complete Archer’s Guide is provided for student-archers of all ages who wish to be able to
see and read about what they will be learning but is not required for participation in a program using
this curriculum. The Coach’s Guide inludes the entire Complete Archer’s Guide with copious annotations and extensive appendices on what to teach and when and how to teach it.
The Curriculum is entirely flexible so Coaches and Archers can adapt it to their needs by changing the order of instructions or even replacing or augmenting them. Additional support is being provided to both Coaches and Archers at www.ArcheryEducationResources.com. All programs need to do
to adopt and use this curriculum is to purchase one copy of the Coach’s Guide. Get your copy today!

All of this is
included in here!

Available from Amazon.com Now!
and ArcheryEducationResources.com Soon!
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Conscious and
Subconscious
Thinking While Shooting
by Steve Ruis
Us coaches tell archers things like “practice
consciously, compete subconsciously” and “you have
to control your thinking to be a good competitor.”
Just what the heck do we mean by that? Do we
even know?
I had a student struggling with what his conscious thoughts needed to be while shooting, so I
asked him to make a list of the things he did consciously while shooting. It was a short list because
he was trying to eliminate conscious thinking while
shooting. This, I think, was a mistake and I needed
to figure out why, so I asked the same question of
myself and this is what I came up with.
Conscious Thoughts While Shooting—What

This is surely an incomplete list but it is my first
shot at listing all of the things that occur or can
safely occur consciously during the making of a
shot.
Pre-shot
• taking stance
• selecting an arrow (if you shoot marked arrows
in an order)
• nocking arrow in correct orientation
• bow hand placed in proper position and relaxed
• draw hand fingers in proper hook in proper
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place
• visualization of the shot
• check the wind flag
During Shot
• Use of cues, such as “strong bow arm” or tempo
guides such as snatches of music
Post Shot
• scope the arrow
• decide if shot was good or not
• if not troubleshoot and create a plan for next
shot (adjust sight, aim off, etc.)
• reset for next shot (relaxation technique/breathing/assessment of tension level)
• check time clock
During Shot Abnormalities
• letting down (definitely a decision is made to do
so)
• executing a recovery program (multi-steps)
Conscious Thoughts While Shooting—When

From the list above you can see a clear demarcation
of where the realms of conscious and unconscious
thinking are. In fact I am now adopting the
Continued on the Next Page
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approach that the shot occurs from the
beginning of the raise of the bow to the
end of the followthrough and that is the
realm in which subconscious thinking
must dominate. From the end of the
followthrough to the beginning of the
raise of the next shot is the realm in
which the conscious mind tends to be
dominant.
Comments

I think our instructions to archers about
the roles of conscious and subconscious
thinking have been primitive at best.
There is a great deal of thinking that
takes place throughout a shot of both
varieties, but at separate times, I
believe. The goal is to shoot mindfully,
not mindlessly.
Each and every shot has conscious
and subconscious parts to it, so saying
things like “practice consciously, compete subconsciously” hardly apply. A
better statement might be “we train our subconscious minds consciously during practice.” During

critical periods of performance we must preclude
conscious thinking from the subconscious zone as

Want More Coaching How To?
For archers there are all kinds of “how to” books available in print
and on the Internet, but for coaches there is hardly anything.
Even the coach training courses focus on what to teach instead
of how to teach it. So where should coaches go for ideas as to how
to introduce various pieces of archery equipment or new elements of form and execution, especially when those are outside
of their core expertise? There really wasn’t anything available, so
I wrote this book. Steve Ruis
The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not just on the shooting of
arrows out of bows but on how to coach people to do that better.
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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that is a recipe for chocking. The history of golf is
replete with examples of brilliant golfers at the
highest levels of competition turning into duffers,
i.e. choking. Basically the desire to win overwhelms
their training and their conscious minds take over
what should be subconscious processes and their
chances of winning are doomed from that point
onward.
One of the things we don’t clearly
define/explain/coach is the required intensity a
competing archer has to bring to the shooting line
to be a winner. We talk about athletes “bringing
their ‘A’ Game,” and “being passionate,” and being
“engaged” while shooting or being “immersed in
the shot.” We don’t follow up on those admonitions
with how the heck your archer-athlete is to do
those things.
Being “strong mentally,” as far as I am concerned, is a description of being able to switch the
conscious and unconscious parts of our thinking
apparatus on and off and always being in the right
mode at the right time during the shot.
Clearly the compartments of our coaches toolbox are virtually empty when it somes to this. Yes,
we do improvise the best we can for the archers we

serve, but haven’t we gotten past that point?
Shouldn’t we have a better understanding of how to
help archers become fully engaged in their shots
while competing and practising?
Anyone writing on this topic will receive a
warm welcome from This Magazine.

Raise Money for Your Archery Club!

Generate cash for your archery club by joining the
Archery Focus Affiliate Program! It’s as Easy as 1, 2, 3!

1
2
3

Click on “Affiliate Info” on your AF account page.
Download your choice of AF banner and place it on your website.
Each time a click results in a new subscription, a 30% commision
($9.80) will be credited to the PayPal account you’ve specified.
Got Questions? Email Claudia@ArcheryFocus.com
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Kirk Etheridge is Back in Print!
Professional Archery Technique, written by Kirk Ethridge, who won numerous indoor and outdoor championships in NAA, NFAA, and FITA competition,
as well as being the 1992 Las Vegas Unlimited Champion and 1993 FITA World
Indoor Champion, has been out of print for quite a while, but no longer!
Kirk shares his expertise and hard-won advice freely in this book. Topics
include bow and arrow setup, perfecting your form, the shooting process, tuning
the bow, troubleshooting, the mental game, and defeating target panic.
Professional Archery Technique blew the whistle on rangefinding techniques, used to determine the distances to unmarked range targets and which
are still illegal in most organizations, that were and are in widespread use in field
archery. Now, you don’t have to wonder why you don’t place in unmarked
shoots; you can learn how the winners do it!
While focussed on compound archers who want to excel, Kirk also offers tips
to recurve archers and bowhunters, as well.
Get yours soon!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online

Know Why You Aren’t Doing Better?
So many archers are puzzled as to why they don’t do better. They want
to win but they aren’t even close to placing. They practice, they have a
good bow and good arrows, but it never seems to come together. There
are many things they are doing wrong but there is one big thing that will
change everything.If you are in this situation you may want to take a
peek at Why You Suck at Archery (and what you can do about it)
Get your copy of Why You Suck at Archery
(and what you can do about it) today!
100 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Long Term Archer
Development in
Canada
by Al Wills
After the 2004 Olympics, the government of
Canada’s chief sport supporter and funder, Sport
Canada, recognized that despite the disparity of
sport, there was still very much in common. Thus
began a process to help sports in Canada deal with
general items in, while creating a foundation for all
sport.
It is no secret that the government wanted a system to get Canadians active, so Sport Canada found
the right button to push to fund such an initiative.
Through conversations and interactions with various
sporting groups and experts, a need for blue print for
all stakeholders involved in sport was needed. The
goal was to develop a system for Canadian Sport
where every sport organization could build its plans

A look at the integrated
sport model for archery
in Canada.
around a common framework, which aligns the sport
system, integrates health and education with sport
and physical activity. Thus was born the Long Term
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Athlete Development Program and the Long Term
Athlete Development Model.
Before the sports got involved in sport specifics a
number of experts were convened to discuss the best
way to develop athletes and active citizens. Ten key
factors influencing optimal athlete development were
identified:
1. FUNdamentals – Basic physical literacy, the foundation for athletic success. Athletes are more likely to succeed if they develop basic sporting skills
early in life;
2. Specialization – Broad-based skills must be developed first. Premature specialization (prior to age
10 – 14 in archery) may contribute to the lack of
essential skill development and overuse injuries,
early burnout and premature retirement form
sport and physical activity;
3. Developmental Age – All athletes develop differently. It is essential to base athletic training on
developmental age not chronological age;
4. Trainability – The responsiveness to training at
different stages of growth and maturation. The
windows of optimal trainability, the five ‘S’s’ (Stamina, Strength, Speed, Skill and Suppleness)
Continued on the Next Page

Continued on the Next Page
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occur at different times.
5. Physical, Cognitive, Mental and Emotional Development – All
these factors must be considered in a holistic approach to athlete
development for best results. Another 5 ‘S’s’ are required also:
Structure/Stature (body type and growth), pSchology, Sustenance, Schooling (and stress) and Sociocultural factors must be
weighed. The whole athlete must be developed including character, ethics for any successful program;
6. Periodization – Modality, volume, intensity and frequency of
training over long term and yearly time frames stressing training
competition and recovery periods are organized to ensure a sound
training program;
7. Competition and Calendar Planning – Optimal sport specific calendars are required in all stages of training. Optimization of the
training calendar to meet the developmental needs of the athlete
is critical;
8. The 10 Year Rule – Research indicated that it takes a minimum of
10 years and 10,000 hours of training for a talented athlete to
reach elite levels (A Canadian archery study (Canadian Excellence and World Archery World Championship archers) showed
it takes an average of 7.2 years for a to achieve a score of 1300 for
recurve and 1350 for compound archers – more to reach a consistent level of top performance – there are no shortcuts.
9. System Alignment and Integration – Best results can only be realized when all organizations and individuals involved in sport are
working together. All must work to create an environment that
supports athlete development.
10.Continuous Improvement – Sport continuously evolves. Sport
must adapt, new research and experience will constantly enrich
our understanding and approach.
Meetings of all sport leaders, various sport institutes and other
sport organizations agreed that these factors could provide the basis
for the development of any athlete in any sport and a system that
encompassed them all could benefit all athletes at all levels in mastering basic sport.
It was also agreed that basically all participants in all sports
either fell into or passed through seven stages (see graphic), based on
age, Archery Canada felt that the stages could also be reflected by
years in the sport (shown in red):
Stage 1
Active Start (0-6 years) (0 years in archery)
Stage 2
FUNdamental (girls 6-8, boys 6-9)
(0-4 years in archery)
Stage 3
Learn to Train (girls 8-11, boys 9-12)
(Learn to Shoot 1 – 4 years in archery)
Stage 4
Train to Train (girls 11 -15, boys 16-23)
(Train to Shoot 2 – 8 years in archery)
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Stage 5
Train to Compete (girls 15 – 21, boys 16 – 23)
(4 – 10 years in archery)
Stage 6
Train to Win (girls 18+, boys 19+) (Shoot to Excel –
7 or more years in archery)
Stage 7
Active for Life (any age participant)
(Shoot for Life – Enter at any age)
From there sport specific LTAD Models were built,
what follows are observations based on Archery
Canada’s model.
In archery participants can begin at later stages
and may enter the sport with some foundation of
basic sport literacy and fitness developed in other
activities. No matter what the age, the stages must be
progressed through developmentally in order to
become high performance archers. If high performance is not a goal, the Shoot for Life stage is open
to all after basic skills are mastered.
Athletes with a Disability (AWAD)

Two additional stages are added at the beginning for
these athletes:
• Awareness, and
• First Contact
These emphasise the need to make access to
archery known to people with a disability and then
ensure the first exposure is positive and welcoming.

Further information on LTAD for athletes with a disability can be found in the publication “No Accidental
Champions” (www.ltad.ca)
From there the archery community rolled up its
sleeves and got to work on an “Archery Specific
LTAD.”
The Archery Pyramid

Optimal preparation for success depends on building
of the six elements of the “archery pyramid” – Fun,
Form, Fitness, (strength), Fitness (endurance), Focus
and Flow. These are archery’s approach to the “10 S’s”
discussed earlier.
• Fun – Just plain old playing! Unstructured play,
experimentation is essential at every stage to
maintain interest, freshness and creativity. Everything possible to keep it fun!
• Form – The biomechanics of archery. Good form
is the foundation to all that is archery, all depends
on correct body position, equipment selection,
posture and strength. Physiological and psychological abilities of balance, flexibility, core strength
and stability, strength and power, gross and fine
motor skills, coordination, visual acuity, and aiming and hitting.
• Fitness (strength) – As the archer masters the
basics of good form, strength to draw the bow and
aim are developed, as strength increases bow
Continued on the Next Page

Confessions of an Archery Mom
Often poignant and always funny, Archery Mom Lorretta Sinclair
has written about her adventures guiding herself and three boys
through the world of archery. Navigating the shoals of coaches,
equipment, tournaments, travel, and a never-ending draw on her credit cards, she manages to find the bright side, although not without some
teeth gnashing thown in. Along the way she ends up a mentor, coach
(yes a real, as she would say, “certifiable” coach), road manager, confidant and, ever, a mom. Even the after effects of the tragic death of her
second son are bared as she writes.
Follow Lorrettaʼs family as they experience life in the snowy mountains of Utah and the high desert of California, and survive everything
from snow and hail to extreme high tempertures accompanied by
sandblasting winds while just trying to shoot a few arrows.
If you are a sports parent, especially an archery parent, there is a
great deal of wisdom, humor, and even a few tears in following Lorretta on her journey.
Archery Focus

 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.
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weight can be slowly increased to allow for longer
distances. Bilateral development is important to
avoid postural imbalance or injury.
• Fitness (strength – endurance) - Once basic
strength begins, the ability to draw the bow
repeatedly without fatigue becomes critical, especially in competition. Aerobic endurance and continued development of all round fitness compliments strength-endurance.
• Focus – (The mental game) includes all elements
of mental preparation to cope with competitive
pressure and maintain accuracy. Includes the
introduction of a shot sequence, elements of relaxation, self-talk and focus strategy.
• Flow – The integration of all the elements with
the accumulation of experience and knowledge of
competition, to achieve mastery and high performance.
(see graphic below)
Shoot for Fun, Shoot to Excel, Shoot for Life –
The Long-Term Archer Development Model

It only takes a single moment to become an archer.
You may hold a bow for the first time at summer
camp, accompany a parent or friend on a hunting trip,
or watch Olympic archery on television and decide to
become a champion. You may be five years old, or
fifty. The essential thing is that the first exposure to
archery provides challenge, reward and enjoyment- in
other words, that it is FUN. Fun is the basis for a lifetime in sport, a process of life-long development
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which is captured in the Long-Term Archer
Development Model.
The Archery Specific LTAD model groups the
seven LTAD stages into a framework of Shoot for
Fun, Shoot to Win, and Shoot for Life.
Shoot for Fun is the entry into the sport, up to
and including the Learn to Shoot stage.
Shoot to Excel is development on a competition
path as far as the archer wishes to go.
Shoot for Life reminds us that the archer can
remain active in the sport for a lifetime, through
recreational competition, bowhunting or other forms
of archery, and as a coaching, officiating and volunteering in leadership roles.
This does not mean that fun is not essential or
that shoot for life archers cannot compete and win, it
simply represents a lifetime journey in archery.
Archery LTAD Stage by Stage

• Shoot For Fun – Active Start – Age 0-6 (0 in sport
years)and FUNdamentals age 6-9 and 0-4 in sport
years.
• Learn to Shoot – (1-4 in sport years)
• Shoot to Excel – Train to Shoot (2-8 sport years)
• Train to Train (4 – 10 sport years)
• Shoot to Excel (7+ sport years)
• Shoot for Life – enter at any time after puberty
and/or basic skills are developed.
Archery for Life

The entire process can be summed up in this graphic,
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care, focus on proper form, and attention
to following the shotmaking process,
either in training or competition. If the
archer is distracted, overly fatigued, or
not concentrating on improvement, it is
difficult to shoot a quality arrow (see
graphic below left).
So, Where Are We Now?

which shows how LTAD can serve archery for an
archer’s lifetime, not only as a shooter but as a life
long passion (see graphic above).
Quality Arrows

A key to archer development is the number of quality arrows shot in training and competition. There is
no substitute for time spent refining form and shotmaking skill. A 2007 survey of international archers at
the (then) FITA World Championship revealed that
top-level archers shot an average of nearly 850 arrows
per week, and some shot up to 120,000 arrows per
year.
FITA Int’l Survey July 2007
n = 45
Average
Range
Age at entry into archery
16.9
5 - 47
Years involved in archery
11.3
2 - 33
Arrows per week (average)
847
300 - 2500
Arrows per year (average)
39,567 10k – 120k
Most arrows shot in one year
40,587 10k – 120k

LTAD is certainly integrated not only
into Canadian Archery, but in the entire
Canadian sport system. It is common
hear LTAD and the various levels mentioned at sport meetings from the club to
the Olympic level. It has become a common nomenclature that allows all sports to compare ‘apples to
apples’. The levels of LTAD are also integrated into
High Performance sport and fits exactly into top level
sport support programs such as “Own the Podium”
(OTP). OTP is a Sport Canada run program that
partners with specific, identified athletes, their sport
and the required expertise to take them from good to
Olympic podiums, it has been very successful and all
of us in Canada, hope that we can all build on this
solid foundation.
More information on the entire Archery Canada
program can be found on our website at:
http://www.archerycanada.ca/en/administration/
athlete-development-model.

What is a “quality arrow”? One which is shot with

Archery Focus
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New in the
WAF Coaching Library!
LARRY WISE
ON
COACHING ARCHERY
Larry Wise, one of the premier archery coaches in the
United States, is sharing his coaching wisdom, especially for coaches of compound-release archers but
also bowhunters. So, if you coach or want to “self
coach” yourself, there is now a new addition to the
coaching literature just for you.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library is a
effort to supply archery coaches with a literature, not
just on the shooting of arrows out of bows but on how
to coach people to do that better.

The Watching Arrows Fly Coaching Library
Still More on Coaching Archery (2014)
Larry Wise on Coaching Archery (2014)
Archery Coaching How To’s (2013)
Even More on Coaching Archery (2013)
More on Coaching Archery (2010)
Coaching Archery (2008)

Available from Better Book Stores and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
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AER Articles for Coaches

Why Is He/She So Good?
Part of Archery Instructor Fundamentals by AER

Have you ever wondered why any of your students is so good at archery? Pick the most accomplished student you have as an example. Why are
they so good? Is it because of the great coaching you
provide? Is it because they practice so much? Is it
because they have a “talent for archery?”
Scientists have never discovered a specific talent
for anything like archery (or baseball or dancing or
playing the piano, etc.). If by their own efforts, one of
your students has become good at archery, they are
responsible for that success, not some talent they
were born with. Here’s the real key: if they want to get
better, they have to work at it. They have to practice.
They have to listen to coaches for the help they
might provide. They have to learn about their equipment. All of that stuff. To believe they have some talent, or “gift,” provided to them though genetics or
divine providence is to believe that getting better is
not up to them. If they have a “gift” for archery, it is
responsible for their success.
A belief in some talent being responsible for
one’s success has been shown in
studies to lead to a lack of desire
to practice and also a lack of
desire to test oneself in competition. This “talent” is something
they have no control over. It
might be lost or “wasted.” If you
enter a really tough tournament
Archery Focus

and “fail,” will you be seen as betraying your godgiven gifts? You can see some of the themes that pervade our culture that can get into a young athlete’s
head and provide a false basis for success and failure.
Why Are They So Good?

As a coach, especially of youngsters, you often find
yourself in conversation with parents or other relatives/loved ones. It really feels good to be able to tell
them that “their archer” has become quite good at
archery. But if a parent or relative states a belief that
their little archer must have a talent for archery, you
must address that falsehood up front, otherwise they
may past that on to your student, which can have
(not necessarily will have, but can have) negative
consequences.
Let’s look at this.
What It Takes

To be good at archery there is a simple formula: one
must be able to relax and focus under the tension of
the draw. Obviously the muscles
needed to stand up and hold up
the bow and swing the draw
elbow back around behind the
arrow must be flexed, but the
muscles not needed must be
relaxed. Where most beginners
fail at this is in their hands. The

“It really feels good to be
able to tell them that
‘their archer’ has
become quite good at
archery.”
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muscles in an archer’s hands are
not needed . . . pretty much at
all. Now this may sound strange
because most of your students
are hooking their fingers upon
the string to pull their bow and
doesn’t that involve the muscles
in their string hands? No, it does
not. The muscles making the
“finger hook” needed to pull the
string (or to hold on to a handheld release aid for that matter)
are in the upper forearm. You can feel them working
by grabbing your upper forearm with your bow hand
and then moving your fingers back and forth from
being straight to being in a “hook.” Can you feel
them working? Those muscles are connected by
means of long tendons that go down through your
wrist and attach to the bones of your fingers (see diagram). Have your archers do this demonstration if
they curious or need to be shown this fact. The muscles in their string hands have to stay relaxed. Why?
Because if they are relaxed when they stop holding
the string, the relaxed string fingers will be easily
flicked out of the way, causing the very least amount
of deflection of the string on its path toward the bow.
If their string fingers are tensed and stiff, the string
will have a hard time moving them out of the way
which will cause the string to be moved, too (remember the “action-reaction” law of physics?). And that
unnecessary movement of the string will cause their
groups to be larger and their scores smaller.
The same thing goes for their bow hands. If you
drop a ball off of a hard surface
it bounces higher than if off of a
soft surface, like a pillow, right?
If their bow hands are tense,
once they let the string go, the
bow tends to “bounce” off of
their bow hand (part of the
recoil involved). Now a high
bounce or a low bounce that is
consistent both work the same
for archers, but the “hardness” of
the muscles in the bow hand
isn’t always the same from shotto shot. If very tense, the bow
hand is very hard. If only a little
tense, then it is only a little hard.
We keep our bow hands relaxed
because relaxed is repeatable.

We say this again because it is
so important: we keep our bow
hands relaxed because relaxed is
repeatable. We can identify when
our hands are relaxed and we
can make them that way, and if
our bow hand is the same shot
after shot, those shots will be
more consistent than if not. Of
course, we don’t want consistently bad shots, we want consistently good shots, so other
things are involved, but this is a major part of the
“consistently” aspect. It is a major part, because once
they let the string go, the only interaction they have
with the bow and the arrow attached to it is via your
bow hand.
So, your archers have to be relaxed and focused
on shooting correctly under the tension created by
the drawn bow.

“But one thing is for sure.
They are not ‘good’
because of some ‘archery
talent.’ In fact, if they
believe they have such a
‘talent’ it may keep them
from developing into a
really good archer.”
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So, They are Good Because of This?

Maybe.
We start beginning archers shooting at large targets at short distances, so that they will experience
success at least in the form of hitting the target.
(Well, and we don’t want to have to go looking all
over for the arrows that miss . . . or repair the ones
that hit something hard.) So, this form of “early success” is designed in so that everyone will have fun.
If they continue for any time in our sport,
though, the distances they shoot at are lengthened
and the targets shrunk until they are shooting at
standard-sized targets from
“ordinary” distances. So, if they
are successful then, it is because
of the principle mentioned
above?
Maybe.
We also don’t compare
scores between widely different
age groups (eight-year olds don’t
compete against teenagers or
adults normally, for example), so
your success may still be “relative” meaning comparing how
you are doing to others in your
age/gender/style category.
But one thing is for sure.
They are not “good” because of
some “archery talent.” In fact, if

“When you talk to those
loved ones, follow the
coaching dictum and
‘praise effort, not outcomes.’ Praise your
archers for listening to
advice and taking it.
Praise them for practicing
diligently. Praise them for
asking good questions.
Praise them for behaving
safely.”
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they believe they have such a “talent” it may keep them from developing into a really good archer.
So, They Not Talented?

“If they are successful in
the future, they get to
take credit for doing it
because they learned
what was necessary.
They practiced hard. They
took notes. They did it.”

Not for archery. They might be
talented at relaxing or focusing
but specifically on “archery,”
nope. To believe they have some
talent, or “gift,” provided to them
though genetics (“His father was
a good athlete.”) or divine providence (“She has a
god-given gift”) is to believe that getting better is not
up to them. If they have a “gift” for archery, it is
responsible for their success. So, why should they
practice hard? Why should they test themselves?
What does this have to do with them anyway, if
something entirely outside of their control is responsible for them being good at archery?
And the great thing is, if they are successful in
the future, they get to take credit for doing it because
they learned what was necessary. They practiced hard.

They took notes. They did it.
When you talk to those
loved ones, follow the coaching
dictum and “praise effort, not
outcomes.” Praise your archers
for listening to advice and taking it. Praise them for practicing diligently. Praise them for
asking good questions. Praise
them for behaving safely. But
don’t undermine their future
progress and tell those folks that their archer “has a
real talent for archery.” For one, it is not true and, for
another, it can put up roadblocks for future progress.

Coaches, Do You Want “Even More”?
In this sequel to More on Coaching Archery Coach Steve Ruis
addresses a full range of coaching levels and subjects, supplying tools
and new perspectives for archery coaches of all levels.
Topics Include: how to teach using a release aid the right way, why
it is imperative to shoot “in the now,” how to deal with archers of different personality types, how to establish when an archer is relaxed and
balanced, what to look for when observing archers, how to practice
effectively, how compound bows mislead beginners, how to use video,
what’s wrong with competitive age categories in youth archery . . . and
much more. More than half of the chapters in this book have never
been published in any form.
Get your copy of Even More on Coaching Archery today!
244 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
Archery Focus
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Two Hot Books from WAF!
Watching Arrows Fly Has Archery Books
for Kids and Their Parents!

Do you know new young archers or
parents of new archers?
Get them started right with these new guides!
Written for an 8-14 year old audience, Archery for
Kids explores with text, photos, and diagrams all the
questions new archers have about the sport they are
embracing. In fact, each chapter ends with a Q&A
session based on the most common question kids ask
about archery.
Kids learn about the sport from one of the most
knowledgable coaches around, Steve Ruis.
Topics include:
• How to always be safe
• The ins and outs of bows and arrows
• How to buy your own gear
• How to shoot, and
• How to compete.

Finally, parents with kids getting involved in
archery have a book just for them. Everything parents want to know is covered, like:
• How to tell if an archery class is safe
• How to protect your pocketbook
• How to deal with archery equipment
• How to find and work with coaches
• How to tell if your child is getting serious about
archery
• How to deal with archery organizations
• Whether you should coach your own child
• . . . and a great deal more about archery technique,
execution, and equipment.
Get your copy of A Parent’s Guide to Archery today!

Available from Better Pro Shops and
Online Booksellers like Amazon.com
34
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AER Articles for Archers

Why Am I So Good?
Part of Archery Fundamentals by AER
Have you ever wondered why you are so good
at archery? Do people tell you that you have a talent
for archery? What does that mean? Let’s explore this.
What It Takes

To be good at archery there is a simple formula: one
must be able to relax and focus under the tension of the
draw. Obviously the muscles needed to stand up and
hold up the bow and swing the draw elbow back
around behind the arrow must be flexed, but the muscles not needed must be relaxed. Where most beginners fail at this is in their hands. The muscles in an
archer’s hands are not needed . . . pretty much at all.
Now this may sound strange because most of you
are hooking your fingers upon the string to pull your
bow and doesn’t that involve the muscles in your
hand? No, it does not. The muscles making the “finger hook” needed to pull the string (or to hold on to
a handheld release aid for that matter) are in your
upper forearm. You can feel them working by grabbing your upper forearm with your bow hand and
then moving your fingers back and forth from being
straight to being in a “hook.” Can you feel them
working? Those muscles are connected by means of
long tendons that go down through your wrist and
attach to the bones of your fingers (see diagram). The
muscles in your string hand have to stay relaxed.
Why? Because if they are relaxed when you stop
holding the string, the relaxed
fingers will be easily flicked out
of the way, causing the very least
amount of deflection of the
string on its path toward the
bow. If your string fingers are
tensed and stiff, the string will
have a hard time moving them
Archery Focus

out of the way which will cause the string to be
moved, too (remember the “action-reaction” law of
physics?). And that unnecessary movement of the
string will cause your groups to be larger and your
scores smaller.
The same thing goes for your bow hand. If you
drop a ball off of a hard surface it bounces higher than
if off of a soft surface, like a pillow, right? If your bowhand is tense, once you let the string go, the bow
tends to “bounce” off of your bow hand (part of the
recoil involved). Now a high bounce or a low bounce
that are consistent both work the same for archers,
but the “hardness” of the muscles in your hand isn’t
always the same. If very tense, it is very hard. If only
a little tense, then it is only a little hard. We keep our
bow hands relaxed because relaxed is repeatable. We
say this again because it is so important: we keep our
bow hands relaxed because relaxed is repeatable. We
can identify when our hands are relaxed and we can
make them that way, and if our bow hand is the same
shot after shot, those shots will be more consistent
than if not. Of course, we don’t want consistently bad
shots, we want consistently good shots, so other
things are involved, but this is a major part of the
“consistently” aspect. It is a major part, because once
you let the string go, the only interaction you have
with the bow and the arrow attached to it is via your
bow hand.
So, you have to be relaxed
and focused on shooting correctly under the tension created by
the drawn bow.

“To be good at archery
there is a simple formula:
one must be able to relax
and focus under the tension of the draw.”

So, I am Good Because of
This?

Maybe.
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We start beginning archers shooting at large targets at short distances, so that you will experience success at least in the form of hitting the target. (Well,
and we don’t want to have to go looking all over for
the arrows that miss.) So, this form of “early success”
is designed in so that everyone will have fun.
If you continue for any time in our sport, though,
the distances you shoot at are lengthened and the targets shrunk until you are shooting at standard-sized
targets from “ordinary” distances. So, if you are successful then, it is because of the principle mentioned above?
Maybe.
We also don’t compare scores between widely different age groups (eight-year olds don’t compete
against teenagers or adults normally, for example), so
your success may still be “relative” meaning comparing
how you are doing to others in your age/gender/style
category.
But one thing is for sure. You are not “good”
because of some “archery talent.” In fact, if you believe
you have such a “talent” it will keep you from developing into a really good archer.

focusing but specifically on “archery,” no way. To
believe you have some talent, or “gift,” provided to you
though genetics or divine providence is to believe that
getting better is not up to you. If you have a “gift” for
archery, it is responsible for your success. So, why
should you practice hard? Why should you test yourself? What does this have to do with you anyway, if
something entirely outside of your control is responsible for your being good at archery?
Don’t feel bad about this. Scientists have discovered no specific talent for anything like archery (or
baseball or dancing or card playing, etc.). In fact, you
should feel good. By your own efforts, you have
become good at archery. You did it, not some talent
you were born with. And, here’s the real key: if you
want to get better, you have to do it. You have to practice. You have to listen to coaches for the help they
might provide. You have to learn about your equipment. All of that stuff.
And the great thing is, if you are successful in the
future, you get to take credit for doing it because you
learned what was necessary. You practiced hard. You
took notes. You did it.

What, I Am Not Talented?

Not for archery. You might be talented at relaxing or

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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The Watching Arrows Fly Catalog
The Watching Arrows Fly
Coaching Library
Larry Wise on Coaching
Archery (2014)
by Larry Wise
For compound and
bowhunting coaches.
Archery Coaching How To’s
(2013)
by Steve Ruis
For those coaching out of their
area of experise and beginningto-intermediate coaches.
Even More on Coaching
Archery (2013)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
More on Coaching Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
For all coaches.
Coaching Archery (2008)
by Steve Ruis
For beginning-to-intermediate
coaches.

General Archery Titles
ProActive Archery (2012)
by Tom Dorigatti
For compound archers
wanting to be
really good.

Professional Archery
Technique
Third Edition (2009)
by Kirk Ethridge
Primarily for compound and
3-D archers.
Winning Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
For archers wanting to learn
how to win.
Archery 4 Kids (2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written for an 8 to 14-year old
beginner audience.
Confessions of an Archery Mom
(2011)
by Lorretta Sinclair
Stories of an Archery Mom
coping with three boys, all
outstanding archers.
Shooting Arrows (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help adults cope
with their new sport.
Why You Suck at Archery (2012)
by Steve Ruis
Written for archers who want to
learn why they aren’t getting
better and how they can.
A Parent’s Guide to Archery
(2010)
by Steve Ruis
Written to help parents who
have children in archery.
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